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WORDPLAY Vocabulary All Levels 
 !Be me” 
 Black Alley 
 

 

Associated Audio 

“Be Me” Black Alley 
 

A2 Level Words 
 
already- adverb, before now 
anymore- adverb, in the recent or present time 
free- adj., able to do what you want to do 
just- adverb, nothing more than, only 
let- verb, allow or permit 
map- noun, a picture or chart that shows the rivers, mountains, streets, etc., in a particular area 
own- adj., used to say that something belongs to a person and to no other — always used after a 
possessive (such as “my,” “your,” or “their”) 
perfect- adj., having no mistakes or flaws  
real- adj., actually existing, not imaginary 
still- adverb, happening or existing before now and continuing into the present 
way- noun, how someone or something does something  
while- noun, a period of time 
 
 
B1 Level Words 
 
way- noun,  how someone or something does something 
performance- noun, an activity (such as singing a song or acting in a play) that a person or group 
does to entertain an audience 
somehow- adverb, in a way that is not known or certain 
used to- adj., familiar with something so that it seems normal or usual 
worth- preposition, used to indicate the value of something 
 
B2 Level Words 
 
exposed- adj., not protected or covered 
live for- phrasal verb, to wait or hope for (something) very eagerly 
start over- phrasal verb, begin again 
 
C1/C2 Level Words 
 
acceptance- noun, the act of accepting something or someone 
perception- noun, the way you think about or understand someone or something  
endorsement- noun, a public or official statement of support or approval 
either- adj., the choice between one or the other of two things 
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